
 

Please bring this voucher 
to Melann's to have two scissors 
sharpened for the price of one  

$9.00 for 2 
 

Valid till 1st of December 2019 

Our favourite Babylock overlockers are celebrating their birthday. That 

means... sale time! 

SAVINGS!! Do not miss out on a major saving of 50% off all Burda and KWIK 

Sew patterns from the 9th - 23rd of September. Make use of this generous 

discount by pairing it up with our quality cotton elastine fabrics available in a 

variety of prints and solids.  

We have many trimmings and braids for 50% off and also lots of patterns 

and books for $2 - including Rachelle Denneny's modern quilting patterns. 

Hurry in, as this is only until stocks last. 

 

NEW PRODUCT! Finally... the long awaited popular quilting accessory - the Free Motion Ruler Foot - is now available 

in our Pfaff foot accessory range! It retails for $39.00 and is compatible with the Pfaff Icon, Sensation and Expression 

models. 

Current machine deals here in our shop. 

Limited run out models of The Singer Stylist 9100 sewing machine are available for $499 down from $899. Its perfect 

counterpart, the Singer 14SH754 Overlocker, is also offered for the run out model price of $299 RRP $599. We also 

stock the Singer Steam Press for $599. 

The incredible Pfaff Performance Icon Demo model is available for only $6,400 and retails for $9,999.  

 

Melann's has some exciting NEW workshops around the corner!  

First, the Stitchers Garden appliqué quilt workshops are starting fresh again so do not miss this opportunity to enrol 

into a class which will show you the full potential of your machine. This includes learning your memory functions to 

design a creative sequence of stitches for decoration and appliqué. 

Next, our guest tutor, Yvonne Twining is returning to Melann's to teach her infamous leather bag designs. This time we 

are making a stylish saddle bag and you will learn many techniques for sewing with quality leather. 

Lastly, we are gearing you up for Christmas with a Stocking workshop. Melann's offers modern looking Christmas 

Stocking panels and this workshop is perfect for experimenting with different feet and decorative stitches on your 

machine. 

P.T.O for more in depth information on each workshop. 

 

On the topic of Christmas.. we stock many fabrics perfect for modern Christmas projects including some new gold 

metallic, Christmas themed Grunge fabric . We also have beautiful advent calendars which are incredibly fun to 

decorate with stiches, trimmings and fabric borders.  

Out with the old - in with the new... New machines have arrived at our shop! 

The Pfaff 160 Smart Sewing machine is the perfect starter/beginner quality sewing machine - priced at only $299. Pfaff 

has updated the Ambitions and Expressions with a new, modern look. These machines come with a 5 year warranty, 

free unlimited lessons and a free service at 12 months.  If you are looking for a new machine, our friendly and 

informative team offer free demos and quotes on the machine which suits you and your sewing needs.  

Melann's posts regularly on Facebook and we have started a small online shop on our website: 

www.melanns.com. We look forward to seeing you soon at Melann's Fabrics and Sewing Centre 


